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ABSTRACT: The adsorption mechanism of xenon on three noble metal clusters
(M = Ag, Au, and Cu) has been investigated in the framework of density functional
theory (DFT) within generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE). The ab
initio calculations were performed with the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD)
package ABINIT using the projector augmented (PAW) formalism. The spin−
orbit coupling (SOC) and dispersion effects (Van der Waals DFT-D3) have been
taken into account. According to these calculations, the M−Xe bonds are partly
covalent and electrostatic and their contribution depends on the cluster size and
nature. This study underlines the importance of using the SOC and the Van der
Waals (VdW) effects. Based on these results, copper nanoparticles have the highest affinity for interaction with xenon compared with
silver and gold.

I. INTRODUCTION
Adsorption of xenon is a commonly studied phenomenon
because this noble gas is not only rare and expensive but is also
very useful in various applications such as lighting, medicine,
and propulsion of spatial devices or even in monitoring
worldwide nuclear activities.1−4 Due to its electronic structure
and its weak interactions with other atoms, this noble gas is
also used to study material surfaces.5 In parallel, metal-
supported catalysts are nowadays widely used in industrial
applications to improve process efficiency.6−10 To optimize
specific surfaces, metals are generally dispersed in the form of
nanoparticles.11 Silver nanoparticles are used in adsorption
processes to trap radioactive xenon in nuclear activity
monitoring. The evolution of these nanoparticles is therefore
genuinely surveyed to optimize adsorption performances and
avoid its progressive deactivation.12,13 Indeed, the size of the
metallic nanoparticles is critical for xenon capture, and the
investigations of Deliere et al.14 have revealed that the mean
particle size is centered around 1 nm. Before starting larger-
scale modeling and testing with new materials, first simulations
were necessary on small clusters to compare the phenomena
involved. The first results and the importance of the various
parameters will orient research toward specific materials.
In this work, we suggest to examine the interaction of xenon

and transition metal nanoclusters/nanoparticles.
In first studies, the interaction between xenon and metal

surfaces has been described as a pure Van der Waals
interaction.15 Using empirical potentials such as Lennard-
Jones potential, the high-coordination sites of the surfaces
(also called hollow sites) were favored. At this time,
experimental and theoretical studies seemed to reveal that
noble gases would adsorb preferentially on hollow sites
because they maximize Van der Waals interactions.15

However, this widely accepted theory has then been queried
with different studies about xenon adsorption on Pt(111)
surfaces.16 Indeed, these investigations concluded that the low-
coordination site (also called the on-top site) was preferred for
this metal. Figure 1 represents the two potential sites for the
bonding between a metal atom and a metallic cluster.
Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have then

confirmed the on-top site preference for Cu(111), Pd(111),
Ru(0001), and Pt(111). Whereas the hollow-site bonding
would be characteristic of a Van der Waals interaction, the on-
top site can be explained, assuming a chemical contribution to
the bond.16,17

Regarding more details, different studies have first high-
lighted the important role played by the spin−orbit coupling
(SOC) and described the effect of the splitting of Xe 5p states
into 5p1/2 and 5p3/2 on the metal−Xe interaction.16 Then, the
bond has been attributed to a charge transfer from the 5p
orbital of the adsorbate to some unoccupied metal d orbitals
sitting just above the Fermi energy, with the metallic dz

2 orbital
playing a prominent role in the bonding mechanism.16

Whereas the spin−orbit effect was responsible for the first
splitting of Xe 5p orbitals, an extra splitting of the 5p3/2 orbitals
of xenon was observed. This evolution is attributed to the
reduction in local symmetry on adsorption. This effect was
observed in photoemission measurements and is characterized
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by a broadening of the 5p3/2 level for Xe in a monolayer of Xe
adsorbed on a plane surface of W(001)18 and Pd (001).19 Two
origins of this splitting were postulated: the interaction
between the adatom and the substrate and the interaction
within the xenon layer. The three effects have been quantified
according to their magnitude. The spin−orbit coupling
produces the greatest effect followed by the Xe−Xe
interactions and, finally, the small contribution from the Xe−
adsorbate interactions.20 Then, the Van der Waals attraction
acts in the second step. The energy level splitting of a xenon
atom adsorbed on a silver surface is shown in Figure S-1,
Supporting Information.
Finally, while all of these previous studies pointed out the

importance of different effectsspin−orbit coupling, Xe 5p3/2
splitting, and Van der Waals interactionon adsorption
phenomena, very few of them have included both these
parameters in their calculations.16,21 It was even postulated that
the M−Xe distances are short enough to be described
exclusively by the GGA functional.22 In this work, we have
studied the interaction between xenon and transition metals
(Cu, Ag, and Au) using both the spin−orbit effect and the
dispersion correction to underline the impact of these two
parameters. After having investigated the nature of the bond
between xenon and silver for different sizes of clusters, the
calculations were extended to gold and copper clusters. Beyond
the knowledge of the different physical contributions to the
bonding, we also determined the most efficient nanoclusters to
adsorb xenon. A more practical goal of this work is to evaluate
adsorption energies, which would be used in subsequent
calculations of adsorption isotherms.

II. RESULTS
II.A. Xenon Adsorption on Silver Clusters. Starting

from silver with the Ag_2 dimer, a calculation on a linear
system in GGA leads to an equilibrium distance of Ag−Xe
equal to 3.05 Å (adsorption energy ΔEad = −0.67 kJ·mol−1).
Including spin−orbit coupling and Van der Waals interaction,
the distance of Ag−Xe increases to 3.15 Å with an energy ΔEad
equal to −0.82 kJ·mol−1. Performing ab initio calculations
(DFT CAM-B3LYP), Jamshidi et al.21 found an average
distance dAg−Xe = 3.13 Å and ΔEad = −0.45 kJ·mol−1. Without
SOC and VdW, their results are in very good agreement with

our calculations. By taking into account the spin−orbit
coupling and VdW, our adsorption energy is reinforced.
Continuing with the 13-atom cluster (Ag_13), we calculate

the adsorption of Xe, considering the different levels of
approximation available in our calculations, i.e., GGA, GGA +
SOC, and GGA + SOC + Van der Waals. The decomposition
of the different physical effects allows shedding some light on
their respective importance.
Table 1 and Figure 2 show the Ag_13 cluster and the two

possible sites (hollow and on-top sites) and the evolution of

the equilibrium values depending on the ingredients used in
the calculations (GGA, SOC, and VdW), respectively.
The validity of the static approximation has been confirmed

with an atomic relaxation of the cluster Ag_13 with Xe on the
top site. The distance of Ag (central)−Ag (facing Xe)
decreases by 1.4%; the adsorption energy varies from 0.41
kJ·mol−1 to about 20 kJ·mol−1. Our static approximation seems
justified.
Based on these results, it is possible to make assumptions

about the nature of the interaction between xenon and silver
nanoclusters. Indeed, the favored on-top site suggests the
presence of a chemical contribution as highlighted in the
literature, as a pure physical Van der Waals interaction would
have been stabilized in the hollow site.
Moreover, the densities of state (DOS) obtained for xenon,

silver, and the combination revealed not only the first splitting
of the 5p xenon orbitals but also an extra splitting of circa 0.7

Figure 1. Illustration of the two potential sites for a binding between a
xenon atom and a metallic cluster Ag_79: the on-top site is
represented in red (low coordination) and the hollow site (high
coordination) is in blue.

Table 1. Evolution of the Adsorption Energy with Different
Parameters Used in Calculations for the Ag_13 Cluster
(Hollow and On-Top Sites)

site hollow site on-top site

equilibrium value

distance of
Ag−Xe
(Å)

energy
(kJ·mol−1)

distance of
Ag−Xe
(Å)

energy
(kJ·mol−1)

GGA
GGA + SOC 4.4 −2.0 3.2 −7.5
GGA + SOC + VdW 3.4 −19.7 3.2 −21.0

Figure 2. Energy of the bond as a function of the length of Ag−Xe for
the 13-atom silver cluster at hollow and on-top sites with and without
the dispersion correction.
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eV due to the metal interaction as mentioned in the
literature.16 The spin−orbit coupling constant of Xe has
been calculated and is 1.22 eV. Based on these DOS, two
contributions can be distinguished: the orbital recovery of the
xenon 5p and silver 5d and the modification of the DOS for
xenon when it interacts with silver. The DOS obtained are
displayed in Figure S-1, Supporting Information. The addition
of the dispersion correction has a non-negligible impact on the
energies as it is represented in Figure 2.
This effect of dispersion forces does not drastically change

the bond length, but the energy is shifted from −7.5 kJ·mol−1

to −21.0 kJ·mol−1. Indeed, this physical contribution adds an
important and non-negligible stability to this Xe−Ag_13
system.
The silver−xenon bonding is favored on the on-top site,

which is coherent with the literature.16 The lengths and
energies of these bonds for the two sites are nevertheless very
close: less than 2 kJ·mol−1 of difference.
The interatomic interactions can be analyzed through the

topological analysis of the electron density distribution ρ(r).
According to Bader’s QTAIM (Quantum Theory of Atoms in
Molecules),23 a chemical bonding can be characterized by the
existence of a critical point (BCP) and the corresponding bond
path. Its nature is revealed by descriptors at the BCP such as
the electron density ρ(rc), Laplacian ∇2ρ(rc), and total energy
density H(rc), permitting a comprehensive characterization
from strong shared-shell to weak closed-shell interatomic
interactions depending on the sign of the Laplacian.
Concerning the Ag−Xe interaction in the Ag_13 cluster, the

electron density at BCP is weak (∼0.02 a.u.), Laplacian is
positive (∼0.04 a.u.), and H(rc) is slightly negative (∼−0.08
a.u.). This set of descriptors suggests a partially electrostatic
and partially covalent interaction.
The bond has then been studied depending on the cluster

size for the favored position: the on-top site (linear
configuration Ag−Ag−Xe for the dimer). Figure 3 presents
the evolution of the bonding energy as a function of the cluster
size for the low-coordination site.
The binding energy is greater for the silver cluster of 79

atoms and its bond length is longer. Indeed, while the energy

of the Ag_13 cluster is −21.00 kJ·mol−1 with a bond length of
3.2 Å, the one of Ag_79 is −23.07 kJ·mol−1, and the bond
length is 3.3 Å. This value is lower than 3.72 Å (experimental,
3.54 Å),24 which is the distance determined when Xe is
adsorbed on a surface.16 This result means that the bond
between xenon and silver is favored for a bigger nanoparticle.
More calculations should be done with greater cluster sizes to
confirm this behavior.
For the Ag_79 cluster, the physical contribution becomes

the most important one so that the bond energy changes from
−1.8 kJ·mol−1 (at 4.6 Å) to −23.07 kJ·mol−1 (at 3.3 Å). In this
case, the addition of the dispersion correction changes the
energy but also the length of the bond: the physical
contribution became more important for this bigger cluster.
The same behavior can be observed with the two sites, and

the physical contribution (dispersion correction) also plays an
important role for the high-coordination site (hollow site), as
expected.
The literature only presents results of adsorption of Xe

layers on metal surfaces. To summarize, the energy for (111)
silver surfaces is measured between −21.74 and −17.31 kJ·
mol−124−29 with bond lengths between 3.68 and 3.74 Å. These
data are coherent with our results.
These results indicate that the spin−orbit effect and the

dispersion correction cannot be neglected to study the
interaction between xenon and transition metals like silver.
The importance of spin−coupling effect on atomization
energies and structures of gold clusters were previously
pointed out.30,31 Our work suggests that this contribution is
also of key importance to quantify the adsorption phenomenon
of Xe on noble metals. As already observed by Jamshidi et al.,21

the binding of noble metal clusters with rare gas has both
physical and chemical contributions. The bond length is
shorter than the sum of the two Van der Waals radii (Ag: 1.72
Å; Xe: 2.16 Å; Σ = 3.88 Å) and is intermediate between
conventional covalent and Van der Waals interactions. The
Bader analysis confirmed that both contributions are present.

II.B. Xenon Adsorption on Noble Metal Clusters. To
complete this study, we have investigated the bond between
xenon and two other transition metals: gold and copper
(Figure 4). To facilitate the study, we have limited the study to
the 13-atom cluster.
To complete with literature data, the adsorption energy for

gold (111) surfaces is −20.58 kJ·mol−1,32 and for Cu, it varies
between −17.596 and −26.923 kJ·mol−132,33 with bond lengths
between 3.20 and 3.60 Å.
The copper cluster highlights the lowest binding energy

together with the shortest M−Xe bond followed by gold and
silver. As the Van der Waals contribution to the total energy
varies as the atomic polarizability (Cu: 47 a.u.; Ag: 55 a.u.; Au:
36 a.u.), the strength of the chemical bond is essential to
determine the total energy as well as the bond length. More
generally, the shorter the bond, the stronger the interaction.
For a similar bond length, the energy is rather the same
regardless of the metal.

III. DISCUSSION

The only known and neglected property in this study is the
magnetic effect of silver nanoclusters. This parameter has been
set aside to lighten calculations.
This peculiar type of bonding between a noble metal and

xenon leads us to think about the aurophilic or metallophilic

Figure 3. Energy of the bond as a function of the length of Ag−Xe for
the 2-, 13-, 55-, and 79-atom silver clusters at the on-top site, with the
dispersion correction (VdW). The adsorption occurs on a plane at
3.72 Å.16
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attraction.34 It seems pertinent to compare the two kinds of
chemical bondings.
In some low-coordinate gold-based organometallics, short

direct bonds have been observed between gold atoms. The
gold atoms approach each other to an equilibrium distance of
around 3 Å with a small energy between −21 and −46 kJ·
mol−1.35 Relativistic effects explain this surprising attraction.
Two main hypotheses were made: (i) a pure correlation effect
strengthened by relativistic effects35 and (ii) relativistic
modifications of the gold valence bands, which bring the 5d
and 6s orbitals into close energetic proximity, leading to 6s/5d
hybridization.36 This phenomenon leads to systems with
unusual conformations in which gold atoms are the nearest
neighbors. Similar kinds of bonds are also found between other
closed-shell metals such as copper or silver with generally
weaker bonds (metallophilicity). Based on the similar
characteristics, the aurophilic interaction was put in the same
category as standard hydrogen bonding.
In both experiments, aurophilic/metallophilic and noble

metal−Xe interactions, the basic feature responsible for the
interaction is mainly relativistic. In both cases, the results are
close, i.e., the same order of magnitude for the bond length
(around 3 Å; intermediate between covalent and Van der
Waals) and comparable weak bonding energy. The difference
seems to come from the importance of one type of involved
relativistic effect; the xenon atom in our case introduces a
strong spin−orbit coupling. In our clusters, the main effect
comes from the splitting of the Xe 5p states into 5p1/2 and
5p3/2 due to spin−orbit coupling with an additional splitting of
5p3/2 orbitals in interaction with the metallic dz

2 orbital of the
formally closed-shell metal substrate.
As stated by Clarke et al.,16 in a xenon layer adsorbed on a

silver plane, the total splitting of Xe 5p states is caused by both
lateral interactions in the layer and substrate−adsorbate
interactions. This additional splitting of 5p3/2 is already
observed on an isolated Xe2 dimer37 (dXe−Xe = 4.60 Å). To
complete this work, it seems important to make new
simulations with a complete layer of xenon around a metal
cluster.

In this way, it would be possible to quantify the Xe−Xe
interactions on splitting and bond stability.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Through this work, we have studied the adsorption mechanism
of xenon on three noble metal clusters (M = Ag, Au, and Cu)
in the framework of density functional theory (DFT) within
generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE). The ab initio
calculations were performed with the quantum molecular
dynamics (QMD) package ABINIT using the projector
augmented (PAW) formalism.
Spin−orbit coupling, Xe 5p3/2 splitting, and Van der Waals

interaction have been taken into account to describe more
accurately the adsorption phenomena, as had been brought to
light by several previous studies.
First, we have constructed metallic clusters and our results

are in good agreement with those of the literature.38 For silver,
the bond length starts around 2.50 Å for the dimer and
stabilizes at around 2.85 Å for greater clusters. The bond
length (and the bonding energy per atom) increases with the
size of the system toward the bulk’s value. Moreover, as
expected for the three metallic clusters containing 13 atoms,
the values are smaller than the nearest-neighbor distance found
in their respective face-centered cubic crystal structure.
In the second part, starting from silver with the 13-atom

cluster, we have calculated the adsorption of Xe, considering
the different levels of approximation available in our
calculations, i.e., GGA, GGA + SOC, and GGA + SOC +
Van der Waals. Based on these results, the favored on-top site
suggests the presence of a chemical contribution. Moreover,
the densities of state (DOS) obtained for xenon, silver, and the
combination revealed not only the first splitting of the 5p
xenon orbitals or the orbital recovery of the xenon 5p and
silver 5d but also an extra splitting of circa 0.7 eV due to the
metal interaction. The spin−orbit coupling constant of Xe has
been calculated and is 1.22 eV. The addition of the dispersion
correction has an important impact on the energies. Indeed,
this physical contribution adds significant stability to this Xe−
Ag system.
We have then extended this work to different clusters (2, 13,

55, and 79 atoms) for the on-top site. The binding energy
(−23.07 kJ·mol−1) is greater for the silver cluster of 79 atoms
and its bond length is longer (3.3 Å). By comparison, the
energy of the Ag_13 cluster is −21.00 kJ·mol−1 with a bond
length of 3.2 Å. These results indicate that the bond between
xenon and silver is favored for a bigger nanoparticle. The
addition of the dispersion correction changes the energy but
also the length of the bond: the physical contribution becomes
more important for bigger clusters. These results indicate that
the spin−orbit effect and the dispersion correction cannot be
neglected to study the interaction between xenon and
transition metals such as silver, which is confirmed by the
Bader analysis.
In the third and final part, we have investigated the bond

between xenon and two other transition metals, gold and
copper, in limiting the framework to the 13-atom cluster and
on-top site. The copper cluster highlights the lowest binding
energy and the shortest M−Xe bond followed by gold and
silver. The Van der Waals contribution to the total energy
varies like the atomic polarizability (Cu: 47 a.u.; Ag: 55 a.u.;
Au: 36 a.u.).
According to these calculations, the M−Xe bonds are partly

covalent and electrostatic and their contribution depends on

Figure 4. Energy of the bond as a function of the length of M−Xe for
the 13-atom clusters of silver, copper, and gold, at the on-top site,
obtained by calculation with SOC and dispersion correction.
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the cluster size and nature. This study underlines the
importance of using the SOC and the Van der Waals effects.
Based on these results, copper nanoparticles have higher
affinity for interaction with xenon than silver and gold.
It is finally possible to draw the parallel between the

aurophilic/metallophilic effect and noble metal−Xe interaction
as the basic feature responsible for the interaction is mainly
relativistic. In both cases, the results are close in terms of bond
length and energy. The difference seems to come from the
importance of one type of involved relativistic effect, and the
xenon atom in our case introduces a strong spin−orbit
coupling.

V. THEORETICAL APPROACH
Ab initio calculation of metallic cluster structures and the M−
Xe bond was performed with the quantum molecular dynamics
(QMD) package ABINIT in the projector augmented wave
formalism (PAW).39,40 The first-principles total energy
calculations were performed using the generalized gradient
approximation density functional of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE).41 Scalar relativistic effects are taken
into account and spin−orbit coupling (SOC) is included. The
addition of Xe to the clusters has also been intensely studied:
some experiments were performed with and without SOC and
the Van der Waals effect was included according to the
formalism of Grimme’s semiclassical pairwise additive
corrections of the D3 type for accurate calculations in DFT
(DFT-D3).42 The Brillouin zone was sampled with the Γ point
only.
The pseudopotentials of xenon, silver, gold, and copper have

been generated for the PBE exchange-correlation functional
using the ATOMPAW code.43 An adequate energy cutoff of
816 eV has been fixed for the pseudopotentials, and a
convergence criterion of 0.02 Ha/Bohr has been chosen for the
calculations to ensure fully converged forces for all systems.
It is known that small particles of transition metals could

evidence weak magnetic moments even for nonmagnetic bulk
metals such as silver.44 This effect is particularly large in Ag_13
for which a magnetic moment of 5.0 μB (0.39 μB/atom) is
calculated. The magnetization is expected to decrease (Ag_55:
M = 3.0 μB, 0.054 μB/atom) for greater clusters. Performing a
spin-polarized (SP) calculation on Ag_13 with one Xe atom
adsorbed on a top site, we have not observed significant
modification of the adsorption energy with and without SP
(about 1 kJ·mol−1 on adsorption energy). Assuming that the
magnetization has a weak effect on rare gas adsorption, it was
not considered further in this work to avoid cumbersome
calculations.
V.A. Choice of the Nanoparticles. Among the numerous

sizes and shapes observed and studied for metal clusters, four
silver clusters with different sizes have been selected to
determine further the evolution of the adsorption of Xe. These
Ag_n systems contain n = 2, 13, 55, and 79 atoms.
It has been a long time to ascertain the lowest-energy

geometry and dimensionality of neutral clusters. According to
the metal, planar configurations are adopted up to six or seven
atoms; beyond that, they change from 2D to 3D structures.
Numerous semi-empirical and band structure calculations have
been performed to determine the ground-state geometry of
such clusters even in dimensionality. For silver, it was shown45

that the most stable geometry for the 13-atom cluster is a
perfect icosahedron containing two layers, i.e., 12 atoms in a
layer and an additional atom in its center (Ih symmetry). Other

geometries have also been proposed for the ground state:
cuboctahedral (COh)

46 and “buckled bi-planar” (BPP−C2v
symmetry).47 The Cu_13 cluster is described as a perfect
icosahedron46 but also BPP.47 The Au_13 cluster can be
icosahedral and BPP47 and can be in a C1-3D structure.48 Most
of the different calculations are summarized by Sun et al.48 and
this article pointed out the difficulty to determine exact
ground-state geometry of such nanoclusters due to nearly
degenerate isomers.
As we are not interested in the lowest-energy geometry

determination of the clusters but in the metal−xenon
interaction, we choose to consider only the same simple
structure for all the 13-atom clusters, i.e., the icosahedral
geometry.
For clusters greater than 13 atoms, the number of layers is

greater and the structure generally follows the crystalline
arrangement of the bulk metal.38,49 Arranging 55 atoms in a
closed shell leads to (at least) three possible topologies: an
icosahedron, a truncated decahedron, and a cuboctahedron.
The lowest energy 55-isomer within this work is a closed-shell
icosahedron, in agreement with previous DFT calculations.
The 79-atom cluster is of FCC type and is a truncated
octahedral object.50

For gold and copper clusters, the geometries are the same
and we only focused on systems containing 13 atoms.
All the clusters have been built with a small arbitrary

interatomic length and placed at the center of a cubic
simulation supercell (Ag_2 and Ag_13: 15 Å; Ag_55 and
Ag_79: 26 Å). These large boxes lead to negligible interactions
between periodic images of clusters. Keeping the initial
symmetry, an atomic relaxation was performed until an
equilibrium was reached; we assumed that the convergence
was achieved when the forces acting on the atoms did not
exceed 0.02 Ha/Bohr. For a given cluster Mn, the binding
energy per atom (BE) is defined as:

E nE nBE(M ) (M ) (M ) /n ntot atomic= [ − ]

The results are gathered in Tables 1 and 2 for the different
clusters. Some of the related data extracted from the literature
are also presented for comparison.

Our results are in good agreement with most of the data
from the literature (Tables 3 and 4). For silver, the bond
length starts at around 2.50 Å for the dimer and stabilizes at
around 2.85 Å for greater clusters. In such nanoparticles, the
bond length and the bonding energy per atom increase with
the size of the system toward the bulk’s value. It was shown for
similar ruthenium nanoparticles50 that many physical proper-
ties X(n) scale with increasing nuclearities n following the
expression X(n) ≈ kX · n−1/3, with kX being a constant
depending on the physical property considered.
As expected for the three metallic clusters containing 13

atoms, the values are smaller than the nearest-neighbor
distance found in their respective face-centered cubic crystal
structure: i.e., Cu: dnn = 2.5456 Å (a = 3.60 Å); Ag: dnn =
2.8892 Å (a = 4.086 Å); Au: dnn = 2.8837 Å (a = 4.0782 Å).

Table 2. Binding Energies and Bond Lengths for the Three
Metal Clusters (Cu, Ag, and Au)

Cu_13 Ag_13 Au_13

E (kJ·mol−1) −30.35 −21.00 −21.71
DM−Xe (Å) 2.70 3.20 3.05
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V.B. Adsorption of Xe on Metals: Simulation of the
Bond M−Xe. For this study, only two positions of adsorption
have been considered: the hollow site corresponding to a high
coordination (interstitial site) and the on-top site correspond-
ing to a low coordination (crystal top). To simulate the bond
between a xenon atom and a metal cluster, one atom of the
rare gas was positioned at a fixed distance from the considered
site and a static calculation of energy was made for each
position. The thermodynamic functions were extracted and the
energies of M−Xe bonds were calculated:

E H H H(M Xe) (M , Xe) (M ) (Xe )n nad
gasΔ − = − −
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